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             A Section of AIA New Jersey      

TO: AIANS Board of Trustees 

FR: Paul Tiajoloff AIA 

RE: Grassroots 2019 Report 

On March 5,6,7 and 8 Grassroots was held in Washington DC this year.  The theme of the 

event was “People. Purpose. Partnership”. 

Due to business obligations I was able to arrive at the event at 4PM on Wednesday and 

attended the Reception at the Library of Congress with the expectation to meet some of our 

Representatives who were invited.  Members were asked to support two federal issues: 1) a tax 

deduction that should increase energy efficiency in the built environment, and 2) federal funding 

for school design to aid the design of safer schools.  As it turned out none of our State 

representative, either congressional or senate appeared at the event.  I did however meet 

various AIA representatives from Texas, Massachusetts and other sections on NJAIA. 

On Thursday morning I attended all sessions offered which included speeches by candidates for 

AIA National Office including our very own Verrity Frizzell, FAIA. 

Roundtables panels were held with a focus on City mayors and getting then aware of the AIA.  

There was a humbling panel on Social Responsibility and the Architect which addressed caring 

for less advantaged people in our communities and ways that some architects have been able 

to address these issues both here in America and also in Central America. 

The afternoon was occupied with seminars on the legalities and obligations of the components 

as well as ethical issues at which it was advised that all become aware of the Ethical 

requirements that AIA members should comply with. 

A second seminar addressed public speaking and methods to maintain an audience’s attention.  

In the PM we had a Regional meeting where Bruce Turner addressed issues of Verrity’s 

campaign, possible regional reorganization, his involvement in the Strategic Plan (as an 

advisory group to the national Board of Trustees) and activities regarding EPIC and 

membership.  This was followed by a dinner sponsored by NJAIA. 

Friday was, after initial presentations by Bill Bates FAIA the 

2019 President of AIA NJ, occupied with seminars on the 

2030 energy plan and an energetic keynote speech by Doris 

Kearns Goodwin on the essentials of presidential leadership. 
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